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ABSTRACT 

Filling is the manner in which a system packs the liquid products together with water, cool liquids and so on. this approach 

includes putting bottles onto a conveyor belt and filling bottles separately. this intention of this paper is to explain the techniques 

for filling more than one bottle at a time. in a conveyor system, stepper motor is used for its performance. it includes the user 

defined quantity selection at the favored level. our system consists of much less variety of sensors, so it's miles much less high-

priced. filling isControlled by way of % (programmable good judgment controller) the usage of ladder good judgment technique.  

inside the bottle filling gadget the % receives the sensor remarks and controls the solenoid alve timing in addition to controls the 

conveyer belt. by using programming the %, the complete gadget is being managed. sensor stands because the maximum vital 

component for bottle filling. generally in all automation industries, p.c is taken into consideration as the heart of any gadget. the 

complete machine is made more flexible, time saving and consumer friendly.Each result leads to the belief that the operation of % 

in could be very inspiring. 
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Introduction: 

Essentially automation is the thing which reduces 

the human paintings and will increase the 

productiveness. whilst the technology will 

increase the productiveness additionally increases. 

automation is the one time investment so one can 

assist in economy and productivity. maximum 

critical application of automation is in tender 

drinks bottle filling. our paper gives the water 

bottle filling using % and scada. right here we 

interface the % with scada through the rs232 cable 

so that scada will monitor the entire manner of 

theAutomation. our project having three sections 

consists of the sensing the bottle on the conveyor 

belt then dispensing the preferred amount of liquid 

into the bottle by using the solenoid valv that is 

below the tank of the liquid. then it will circulate 

the bottle over the conveyor belt. ladder logic is 

used to control the whole procedure. and the 

sensors are used to feel the bottles and the liquid 

dispense inside the bottle. filling is achieved by 

way of commencing the solenoid valve. 

Literature survey: 

P.c primarily based automatic bottle filling and 

capping system with consumer described quantity 

selection. In this research paper the researchers 

(t.kalaiselvi, r.praveena) in any respect have 

broaden an automated bottle, filling and capping 

machine with a mechanism the use of sensors. 

automated filling technique for all of the bottles 

simultaneously with a consumer defined selection 

for extent to be filled bottles to a place outside of 

the operational sector. 

Percent(programmable logic controller) based 

totally automatic bottle Filling. On this studies 

paper the researcher jaymin patel department of 

physics and electronics of hemchandracharya 

north gujarat college, patan has broaden a bottle 

filling device. Primarily based on positive 

specifications greater capabilities may be 

delivered to this machine as follows: Depending 

on the dimensions, shape and weight of the 

bottles, filling operations can be applied. 

Computerized liquid filling to bottles of different 

height the use of programmable logic controller –

14th july 2013 inThis studies paper the researcher 

mallaradhya h m, ok r prakash have layout and 
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broaden an automated liquid filling to bottles of 

different height the usage of percent. a total 

control is made in a filling is finished. the 

programming to this system developed is flexible, 

speedy and without problems. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The block diagram of the device is as proven in 

the fig. where the block diagram consist of the 

following foremost blocks as enter module, signal 

conditioning, p.c and scada, solenoid valve, output 

module. in this blocks are assist to do the filling 

operation of the bottle.  

1. Input module:  

In the input of this module encompass the various 

sorts of sensors which can be the ir sensors and 

stage sensors which come across the presence of 

the bottle and the extent of the quantity of water is 

crammed in the Bottle. 

2. Signal conditioning:  

The output we are becoming from the sensors we 

can't directly give to the % because percent calls 

for the input about 24v. for this reason signal 

conditioner will increase the power of the output 

of ir sensors. it amplifies the output of sensors.  

3. P.C and Scada:  

Value assist within the automation system, enter 

from the sensors and gives the output valve and 

output module. scada will screen the entire 

machine.  

4. Solenoid Valve:  

It enables to fill the bottle by means of 

commencing and final the valve of the tanks 

whilst detection of the bottles takes place.  

5. Output Module:  

Within the output modules consist of pump, 

motor, led and actuators. Output module gets the 

sign from percent.  

Hardware component: 

P.c: right here we used percent (micrologix 1400) 

that's having 8 input and 4 relay output, scada 

interface with % so both can manage the whole 

system.% paintings on ladder common sense 

software. solenoid valve: it facilitates to fill the 

bottle through opening and ultimate the valve of 

the tanks while detection of theBottles takes area. 

conveyor belt: conveyor belt plastic, that is used 

for transferring the strip of bottle. 

 

 
Block Diagram 

 

SOFTWARE PART: 

In software part we are going to speak about 

approximately the applications and logics used. on 

this part we've got used 

Ladder good judgment essentially, P.C works on 

ladder programming which is easy to implement 

and much less complexity. 

Benefits: 
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1. Lessen the human efforts 

2. Changing human paintings by way of 

technologies. 

3. Economic system development. 

4. Carry out the responsibilities which can be 

beyond the human capabilities of length, weight, 

pace. 

Cons: 

1. Unemployment increases due to gadget 

Changing human. 

2. improvement price cannot are expecting. 

Three. huge preliminary funding. 

4. Positioning of solenoid valve is essential 

difficulty. 

Result and discussion 

Software test:  

In line with the running procedure of the device % 

programming, ladder good judgment (lad) 

simulation software tia v12 is used. p.c 

programming within the form of ladder diagram. 

 

 
 

Pump Control:  

Control of pump is  to start and stop for filling the 

liquid tank to run complete system.  

Filling process:  

As the empty bottle despatched in to filling 

location the placement sensor and proximity 

sensor showed the  

Best role of bottle for filling. solenoid valve open 

for precise time to fill required amount of liquid in 

bottle. after filling the bottle despatched for next 

operation. from the fig. above suggests that 

because the solenoid valve starting will increase 

the time required to fill 200 ml liquid in bottle 

decreases. because the valve perspective will 

increase the flow rate increases. so for filling 

different amount ofLiquid in to the bottle the 

filling time ought to be regular but the drift price 

might be specific. 

 

Conclusion: 

Automation structures are used to boom 

productiveness, which in flip brings financial 

Development. The main motive of P.C in 

automation is used to control the entire system. 

the fee Of set up isn't reasonably-priced but it 

could effectively run for an extended period of 

time. The overall performance, Flexibility and 

reliability is based totally at the funding. a % 

based totally control machine was carried out to 

the Computerized liquid filling station previously 

precise and the performance turned into measured. 

The Whole gadget is extra dependable, time 

saving and person friendly. 
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